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SPEAKING TOPICS

ADULT FOCUSED

YOUTH FOCUSED

Forgiveness IS FREEDOM
RESILIENCE IN ADVERSITY
HAPPINESS IN HARDSHIP
OVERCOMING TRAGEDY

CHOICE EMPOWERMENT
Danger of impaired driving

All of natalie's inspirational & educational presentations
include her personal story of tragedy & recovery
presentations last approximately 45 mins- 1 hour but can be
adjusted to meet any groups needs
AUDIENCES WILL BE emotionally impacted and will never forget
her personal story
They will be inspired to make changes in their own behavior
and by her example learn how to improve their own lives

PRESENTED OR FEATURED IN

COMING SOON! SUBSCRIBE AT
NATALIEMARTI.COM TO PRE-ORDER

BIO
Natalie Marti is AN INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER AND a survivor of a horrific
drunk driving crash and knows the immense struggle
to rehabilitate her broken body and mind, the pain of living with a
broken heart & forgiving the man responsible, and how to mend the
broken pieces of her life to live and thrive again.
natalie earned a bA in communication from boise state university.
she is the founder and director of the non-profit be safe & sober
which seeks to eliminate impaired driving through education
prevention. SHE IS CURRENTLY WRITING A BOOK ABOUT HER AMAZING STORY.

WHAT IS BEING SAID
"Natalie Marti is a true inspiration to everyone who is lucky
enough to meet her. No matter who she speaks to, adults or
teenagers, Natalie's powerful message hits home, touches lives,
and makes a difference."
-maggie o'mara | Anchor ktvb news

Listening to her story of overcoming, adversity, forgiving, and
perseverance was immensely motivating and inspiring. I knew I
needed to have Natalie speak to our staff and our inmates so they
could experience her inspiring story."
-KEVIN KEMPF | FORMER DIRECTOR OF IDOC

"if you can see the good that comes from life's terrible moments, you will find in hindsight, that these difficult experiences are what
started you on a new path-one where an empowered, ENLIGHTENED, and STRENGTHENED you emerged."
-Natalie Marti

